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THE ARMY:
A SOLDIER'S
ASSESSMENT

'~he Army has learned much
frbm Vietnam and will take full
advantage of that knOWledge."

By W. C. Westmoreland

Rolling chairs on Atlantic City's famed six-mile Boardwalk provide a relaxing ride for visitors who
enjoy the scenery and the invigorating salt sea breezes.
During the winter Atlantic
City can be a mighty cold place
to be. The wintery winds
coming off the A tlan tic can chill
you to the marrow in no time at
all. While most of us have been
staying close to the fireplace the
Reunion Committee has been
risking frost-bite by visiting
A tlantic City to make
arrangements for the 1972
Reunion. This summer when
you are enjoying the pleasures
of sunny Atlantic City don't
forget to tip your hat to the
fellows who braved the win ter
winds and froze their tails off so
that you could have a great
reunion. So far all reports on the
reunion are "AOK", it promises
to be one of the best yet.

Big Words
A tlantic City has many
advantages that we weren't
aware of. For instance
'Thalassotherapy" - do you
know what it means? Neither
did we until we read a brochure
issued by the Convention
Bureau. Thalassotherapy is the
Greek word for using the sea to
prevent and treat illness. Hence,
the seashore is a place for the
not-sa-healthy to regain their
health and for the healthy to
stay that way. Whether a visitor
comes to Atlantic City for a
treat or a treatment, the
ingredients for th8lassotherapy
are the same - sea air. sea sun, sea
w ate r. The many tanned
muscled young men and their
feminine counterparts who
romp the wide beaches at the
New Jersey resort are perhaps
the best testimonial to the fact
that thalassotherapy isgood for
you.

So if you are feeling
run-down. out-of-sorts. or just
plain lazy come to the Ninth
Division Reunion at Atlantic
City. It will do wonders for you,
you will return home feeling
like a million and can probably
cancel your Blue Cross policy.

Snapshots
1 he camera bug will find
plenty to focus on in Atlantic
City. Bathing beauties are a
dim e a dozen. the alert
photographer can snap some
shots that will really enliven the
family album. The opportunity
for taking some beautiful scenic
shots aren't bad either.
The Atlantic City Sky Tower
offers a breath-taking gull's eye
view of the A tlan tic 0 cean, the
famed boardwalk and all of
Atlantic City. This elevator car
shaped like a doughnut around a
pencil, rises 3 00 feet above the
ocean, making a turn and a half
going up, two complete turns at
the top, and a turn and a half
going down. It has large picture
windows which afford the
photographer an unobstructed
view of New Jersey's greatest
summer resort. This summer the
photographers among our
members will have a field day at
A tlantic City and should add
some interesting shots to their
collection of reunion pictures.

ApproXImately 150.000 birds
of various species nest at the
refuge. This summer when you
get tired of girl watching on the
beach you can go to the refuge
and do some bird watching.
History buffs will find plenty
of interesting old places to visit.
The old gristmill at Smithville is
still in operation and still grinds
corn which is sold to visitors.
The 167 foot high Absecon
Lighthouse is another famous
landmark on the Jersey Shore.
The light was first turned on in
1857 and for over a hundred
years warned seafarers of the
dangerous reefs off the coast of
Jersey. The Sommers Mansion
built in 1726 is now a museum
that contains many items that
date back to the Revolution.

Sign Up Now
A tlantic City is a busy place
during the summer and good
rooms are at a premium. The
Reunion Committee has
arranged for plenty of space for
the members of the Association
but the best rooms will go to
those who get in their
reservations first. So start off
the New Year right. A s soon as
January 1 rolls around get au t
the pen and pencil and send in
your reservation for the
reunion.

Other Attractions
If ecology is your bag,
A tlan tic City has something for
you too. T he Brigantine
National Wildlife Refuge. The
refuge consists of 1'),233 acres
of cordgrass - saltgrass tidal
marsh interspersed with tidal
bays and channels. It was
established in 1')39 primarily
for the protection and
management of water fowl in
the
Atlantic Flyway.
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WASHINGTON - A great
deal has been written about the
Army lately, good and bad. As
its Chief of Staff, I welcome this
opportunity to tell you where
the Army is and where it is
headed.
Your Army today is a
dynamic organization, proud of
its
traditions
and
accomplishments, optimistic
abou t the fu ture. and confident
of the direction in which it is
moving.
For over six years, the Army
has carried the major burden of
the Vietnam war. Our mission
was not to achieve military
victory in a classic se nse bu t to
prevent a Communist take-over
in South Vietnam, expand areas
under government con trol, and
assist in training and enlarging
the South Vietnamese armed
forces so that they could
even tually assume the full
burden of defending their
country. The progressive
withdrawal of American and
allied forces is a clear indication
of the success that has been
achieved
Great stress has been placed
upon the Army by a prolonged
war - a war fought withou t a
significant call-up of reserve
forces. The need for the Active
Army to spread the burden of
figh ting a long war led to
establishment of a one-year
combat tour in Vietnam. This
policy required the movement
of thousands of men, trained in
the needed skills, to Southeast
Asia every month. A situation
of severe personnel turbulence
reSUlted, with Army units
w 0 rId wide experiencing
turn-over rates ranging from 80
per cent to as high as 120 p~r
cent annually. Furthermore, 111
devoting the majority of its
efforts and resources to
Vietnam for six years, our
actions were restricted in other
areas and a number of
important projects had to be
delayed due to lack of
resources.
The Army has learned much
from Vietnam and will take full
advantage of that knowledge.
But we are now looking to the
future, to our role in a changing
society and to the anticipated
missions of the seventies. This is
true not only of the Active
Army, but of the Army Reserve
and National Guard - our
partners on the "One Army"
team.
We have a comprehensive
series of programs under way to
revitalize the Army. The basic
thrust of our efforts is to build
the finest Army in the history of
this country - one based on
heightened competence, willing
self-discipline, indi\'dual pride
and dedication. In pursuing
these objectives, the Army is
flexible, not afraid of new ideas,
and has the courage to
experiment with new methods.
We are working to return
soldiers to soldiering by freeing
them from nonmilitary duties.

Weare Improving our
leadership by conducting
seminars for our officers and
noncommissioned officers, and
improving the curricula at our
training centers and schools. We
are respecting the dignity of the
in d ividual by being more
sensitive to his needs, but at the
same time, we are demanding a
more professional soldier.
Finally, we are remaining a
disciplined force
for
discipline is the very soul of an
Army.
V i tal to the continued
success of our efforts and to the
effectiveness of the Army is the
performance of its leaders. The
officer corps is the very heart of
the Army, and, as Rudyard
Kipling
observed,
noncommissioned officers are
its backbone.
Today's leaders must be
sensitive individuals who set and
exemplify high standards. Only
leadership of this quality will be
able to use the strength and
idealism of American youth to
build a better Army. Th~ is an
exciting challenge for our
officers and noncommissioned
officers as we turn to peacetime
training for whatever future
missions our civilian leadership
may assign.
General W. C. Westmoreland,
Army Chief of Staff, was
formerly commander of United
States forces in Vietnam.

Lad ies Aux iIlary
The Ladies Auxiliary were
busy a t the last reunion in
Springfield and we regret that
we did not print the results of
their elections of Officers for
the year of 1972.
Elected to serve as President
was Shirley Sabato; Vice
President, Jean Pawelak and
Secretary - Treasurer Amelia
(Molly) Langer.
Keep up the good work
"girls" and we understand "big
plans" are in the making for the
"L ad ies Artillery" at the
Atlantic City reunion.

The Editors of the Octofoil
wish to thank all those who sent
the beautiful Christmas Cards
and best wishes for the New
Year. We would like to wish all
the members and their families a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.

Harry O's
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26th Field Message Center
Joe Mc~enzie our reporter in
the New England area has once
again come up with a fine story
on the Memorial Service at
Worcester, Mass.

Five Hundred Attend
Again men of the Ninth used
various means of transportation
to make their annual pilgrimage
to Worcester. F or the 27th time
it was impossible for late comers
to find a seat in church. Dinner
for 500 hungry men and women
requires much planning and
facilities at the Wachusett
C oun try Club . were quite
adequate for such a gang.
The celebration of the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass by Fr.
Connors assisted by Fr. Rowan
holds the attention of men of all
faiths. It is a simple ceremony.
The message it delivers is the
reason why so many make the
trip to remember our associates
who made the supreme
sacrifice.
, Ninth men start checking
into the many motels anytime
after noon on Saturday. A new
Dunphy motel in the new
shopping center may be ready in
'72. Early birds arrive at the
Connors Corral about 6: 30.
There to greet them were the
gracious men and women of
Immaculate. These men and
women had unlimited amounts
of solid and liquid foods. If
anyone had any room for
Seconds or thirds in their
bulging frame, they could have
it. Happy smiling faces were on
everyone. Table hopping was a
necessity. Roaming the center
was a must because every room
was in use. A good time was had
by all.

has been cold and wet with
either rain or snow. A few
braved the elements for a
ceremony this year which had
to be abbreviated. Others not
prepared for such weather made
tracks to the Wachusett
Country Club.
Dinner at the Country Club
is not a black tie affair. Come as
you are is what everyone does.
Traveling clothes or your
Sunday best are the order of the
day. The menu informs you that
you will have chicken. What a
surprise, a cut of beef, no
chicken. Service is good,
quantities are sufficient. About
one hour before dinner almost
everyone had two cups of coffee
and two doughnuts at the
Connors Coffee Shop.
One or two speakers were
sincere and serious in their talks.
All were brief. All of the
speakers had a story to tell of
Fr. Connors of his· activities as
pastor at Immaculate and as a
resident of Worcester. Names
for gifts were drawn from the
hat.
They
are fine
rememberances of a well spent
weekend in Worcester, 1971.
Retreat sounded at 3: 00
p.m.
Veterans Day, 1972 will be
on a Monday. It is a federal legal
holiday. For most men it will be
a three (3) day weekend. Check
the calendar, your vacation
schedule, then see your boss for
the time off.
During the winter check with
Rand McNally, ALA, AAA and
your neighborhood man who
wears the star as to the best way
to get to Worcester in '72.
See you in Atlantic City.
Sincerely,
Joe McKenzie

1t

March
It had already been planned
that Ninth men would assemble
on Sunday at the fire station
about one mile away. A parade
or route step march headed by
the Worcester Police color
guard, Ninth Colors and a VFW
band stepped off at 9 :45 a.m.
Anyone who has not seen the
Old Reliables march since 1945
would soon realize that they
have not forgotten their
military training.
The weatherman has not
been very kind to us during the
past 3 or 4 years when the time
arrives for our memorial service.
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Michigan Doings
When the members of the
Michigan Chapter make up their
minds to do something, they
don't fool around - they do it.
Last summer someone brought
up the idea of chartering a bus
fur the trip to the 1972
Reunion. The idea seemed to be
a good one, so the Chapter
picked up the ball and carried
through. Twenty-nine persons
have already signed up for the
trip and every day new names
are being added to the list. That
fellow who appears on
television saying "Leave the
driving to us" knows what he is
talking about. It's a lot more
relaxing to be sitting in a
comfortable bus than it is to be
behind the wheel fighting heavy
traffic on a hot summer day.
When the boys and girls from
Michigan get off their bus in
Atlantic City, they will be well
rested and ready to do a few fast
laps up and d own the
boardwalk.

"G et Arou nd"
The gang from Michigan
really gets around. In November
twenty-three members attended
the Mem orial Services at
Worcester, Mass. The group
included Jim and Audrey
Bruner, Bill, Barbara and Don
Meadows, Fred, Jane and
Randy Josey, Everett and Irene
Tapp, John and Rose
Bonkowski, Gene, Phylis and
Sussie Reedy, Jim and Louise
Rushlow, Bob and Betty
Rumenapp, John and Thelma
Obermiller and Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Groendyke. This was the
first trip to Worcester for the
Tapps and the Groendykes but
they felt right at home - with so
t:nany of their friends around it
seemed like a meeting of the
Michigan Chapter. During the
weekend at Worcester, Betty
and Bob Rumenapp celebrated
their
23rd
Wedding
Anniversary.

Out State Meetings
The Outstate Dinner Meeting
was a great success and the
members are still talking about
it. They all agree that Elmer
Wagner, the Hattons, the
Obermillers and Fred Josey did
a real bang-up job on the plans
for this meeting.
The Christmas Party held on
December 11 th at Fred and
Jane Josey's home in Grand
Blanc "was one of the best the
chapter ever had", the weather
was ideal and a fine crowd of 33
people were on hand.
The Chapter is looking ahead
to next year and is already
soliciting nominations for the
1972 election, which will be
held at the February meeting.
The Annual Picnic will be
held in June as usual - the
National Reunion in July Outstate Meeting will be at Bill
and Barbara Meadow's cottage
in August, in East Tawass,
Michigan.

Corner

NEW YORK CHAPTER
HOLDS ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS PARTY

HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OF YOU
Received 65 Christmas cards.
Thanks a lot.
When this time of the year
arrives it seems that the annual
reunion is just around the
corner. The planning committee
is making arrangements to make
the ATLANTIC CITY reunion a
mem ora ble reunion. The
reunion is one of the largest
gathering places where you can
see so many of the QM'S and the
other 9th DIVISION
ASSOCIATION members and
their friends. The friendships
that you con tinue, the
reminiscing, the cheerfulness
and enthusiasm will long be
remembered.
ATLANTIC CITY is famous
for many places and things, such
as, the boardwalk, conventions
and sporting events.
.
Roy Dreifus and his wife are
planning to be at the
ATLANTIC CITY reunion.
Quite a few others are planning
to attend the ATLANTIC CITY
reunion, and with the regular
annual QM'S who attend the
reunions you can expect a good
QM'S turnout.
To all QM'S who are
non-members of the 9th
DIVISION ASSOCIATION, I
urge you to join. Dues are $5.00
a year. Send your dues to DAN
QUINN,
NATIONAL
SECRETARY,4l2GREGORY
AVE., WEEHAWKEN, N. J.
07087. It's a good investment,
as you will receive THE
OCTO FOIL, the 9th DIVISION
NEWSPAPER, that includes 9th
DIVISION activities, letters to
the editors in MAIL CALL and
various articles by the members.
My QM articles and reports of
NEW YORK chapter activities
have appeared regularly in the
OCTOFOIL.
Best regards to all. Hope you
are all well at home.

The usual large turnou t of
members and their families were
present at the traditional
Christmas Party that was held at
the 69th Armory on December
12,1971.
Chairmen Ralph Witzken,
Frank Fazio and Bill Klauz
combined their talents and ideas
to make this affair a wonderful
afternoon for those who were
present. A cocktail hour (?)
preceeded a buffet dinner and
the "chow hounds" had no
complaints as there was plenty
of food and booze for all.
Although the "gang" seemed
to give off with the spirit of
Christmas there was something
missing and this could be felt all
afternoon. The National
Secretary, Dan Quinn made the
announcement but all present
knew that we had "lost" our
"J ackie" the week before and so
the members stood in silent
prayer for Jack Scully, our
Santa for so many years, the
host at so many of these parties,
pic nics and reunion
get-togethers.

New Yorkers were busy in
December between the
Christmas Party and regular
meeting they held elections of
Officers and the following
members were elected to serve
for 1972:

President
1st V.P.
2nd V.P.
Secretary
Treas.
Judge Adv.
Chaplain
Sgt. at Arms

Arthur Schmidt
William Klauz
George Bako
Dom Miele
Irving Feinberg
Edward Egan
Ralph Witzkin
AIOrletti

Arthur Schmidt will bemore

Sincerely yours,

than kept busy for he also was
ele c ted a s " Junior Vice
Commander of the V.F.W."
Post 249 of Ozone Park, N. Y.

Harry Orenstein
THE QM COMMITTEE'S
ADDRESSES ARE:
Bill Palady, 403-29th Street,
McKeesport, Pa. 15132.
Harry Orenstein, 901 Walton
j\ve., Bronx, N. Y. 10452.

* * *

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Dan Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn.
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
Enclosed please find 1972 dues for:
Name

Serial No

.

Street Address

..

City

Zone

State

.

I was a member of:
Battery

PAY YOUR
DUES NOW!!!!

; Company

; Regiment..

;9th Div.

I wish to sign up for the following:

0
0
$13.00 0
$50.00 0

Regular Member, per year
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund

$5.00

THREE-YEAR MEMBER
V. 1 have yet to convert my
World War II National Service
Life Insurance. The term
premium is getting quite
expensive. Will you explain
what this new Modified Life
plan is? I've noticed that the
premium is lower than on other
permanent type policies.
A. Premiums
for
the
Modified Life plan will remain
level, but the face value of the
policy is au tomatically reduced
by 50 percent at age 65. You
can replace the reduced half of
your policy at the premium rate
for your attained age on the
ordinary life plan_

Life Membership
Octofoil Automobile License Disc

~

$

.500

Decals, 25c; (5) five for

$

1.00 D

Ladies' AUXiliary Member

$

1.500

Combat Route Map

$

.500

60th Infantry History

$

.500

***
Please credit the follOWing chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0

Greater New York

0
0
0

Washington, D. C.

Illinois
New England
Ohio

Michigan
Fayetteville· Fort Bragg, N. C.

0
0
0
0

*
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TIP OF THE HAT

*

We r e c eived another
donation this year to the

Memorial Fund from John
Thornton. Every year around
the holidays, John sends his
dues, a nice Christmas card and
extra money for the Scholarship
Fund. John was an old timer
from D Company of the 60th
Infantry and is now living in
Chicago. We may add that John
always takes time to pen a few
lines and this year he writes,
"Do hope this card finds you
and yours in good health, and
that things are going real good
for you. I am fairly good,
getting old and rusting away like
the rest of us OLE timers. We
must get together the next time
the Division has its reunion in
Chicago. Keep us your fine
work, you are a credit to the
Divisio~; Have a nice Holiday
Season.
A 1s 0
rem em b e ring the
Scholarship Fund is Bill K lauz
of New York. Bill served with B
Company of the 47th Infantry
and more recently retired as Bn.
Commander of the 69th
Regiment or the l65th. Bill is
responsible for the New Yorkers
meeting at the Armory at 25th
and Lexington. The New
Yorkers receive the VIP
treatment every time they meet
or hold a social at the Armory.

* *

J ACK
The Association lost one of
its true great members when on
December 5, 1971, while
answering a fire alarm as a
volunteer member of the
Summit, New Jersey Fire
Department, Jack Scully
answered his last call.
We got to know John back in
Bragg of 1941 where he served
with H Company of the 47th
Infantry and later throughout
the 8 Campaigns in Europe.
About a year after the War the
gang started to get together at
reunions and after a cou pIe of
years we would meet every
month at the New York Chapter
meetings.
Jack became the guy the
New Yorkers would call on for
all private receptions or open
house parties we started to hold
around the early 50's at the
reunions. He enjoyed dispensing
the beverages - like an Old
English Pub owner and would
chat with the members and
friends. The New Yorkers
through Jack began to hold
their annual picnic 20 years ago
and continued until recently.
Sometimes the attendance at
these picnics would far exceed
the anticipated crowd and Jack
could be seen moving about or
jumping into his small truck and
heading into town to buy more
food or drink for the troops.
When the New Yorkers
began their Christmas parties
for the kiddies way back when,
it was Jackie who donned the
Santa outfit and really filled the
part of Jolly St. Nick.
President of the New York
Chapter, Harry Orenstein, said
of Jack, "He gave all of himself
for the betterment of the
Association. You could see him
on all "the work details" and at
the New York meeting he'd
busy himself preparing the
refreshments so that when the
meeting concluded the
members could enjcy the
"spread" he would put before
them".
Of late Jack had been
bothered with a form of heart
disease - where as the body
holds too much liquid - and he
was forced to cancel the
October trip to Father Connors
Memorial in Worcester. I visited
him that week as he had just
been released from the hospital
and was confined to "q uarters"

~~:~ ::.;:~~::."

began to leave I couldn't
help but notice a touch of
saddness come over him for it
would be the first Memorial
Service he had missed in 20
years. During the Mass Father
Connors asked the members to
remem ber Jack in their prayers.
Lo and behold who shows up at
the N ovem ber meeting of the
New York chapter but our
"J ackie". Ralph Witzken who
lives in the same town acted as
Jackie's "jeep driver" and took
him to and from the meetings.
Two nights before he died he
attended the December 3rd
Chapter meeting and of course I
had to give him "the steam up
job" - "here we are all praying
for you and you son-of-a-gun
you'll outlive us all".
. We made the trip to Europe
together in 1970 and he really
enjoyed himself. He was talking
of making another trip this
spring or summer with Eddie
Egan and Walter 0 'K eeffe.
There was a large turnou t of
members to pay their last
respects at the Funeral Parlor in
Summit and 18 members acted
as Honor Guard at his funeral.
We know how much his family
will miss him and we of the
association share their grief.
Jack had lived with his sister
Mary at 99 Summit Avenue,
Summit, New Jersey. I know his
sisters and brother would be
pleased to hear from out-state
members, so how's about
writing them a few lines.
May he rest in peace.

AS 1

"Old Reliables" who served
in E Co, 47th Inf. will be
saddened to learn that Matt
Walowski has passed away.. He
served with the 47th in Africa,
Sicily, and was seriously
wounded at Cherbourg. His
wounds kept him in the hospital
for a long time and bothered
him for the rest of his life.
Nevertheless, Matt always kept
smiling and managed to work
for twenty-five years as a Carrier
for the U. S. Postal Service.
Matt had intended to attend
Springfield Reunion but
became ill and couldn't make it;
however, he managed to place a
call to Springfield and spoke to
his old buddies. Matts' illness
kept him in the hospital for the

'::': .!I~~: :!:.... ;i:;!::~: :!' ... ::~: :!::;:~: . :.,':;;': ~

balance of the year and he
passed away in December. He
will be sorely missed by all his
friends from E Co. He is
survived by his widow Mrs.
Helen Walowski who resides at
812 Hobbs Drive, Joliet, Ill.
60435.
Also answering their "last
roll call" were Harold Logan. of
Division Artillery who died in
New York and was buried in
Milford, Mass., and Sotorius
("Soto ") G. Lembesis of A
Battery of the 26th F. A.
Our deepest sympathy to
their loved ones. May they rest
in peace.

Heart-felt
Gratitude
The family of Jack Scully
sends their deepest appreciation
to the members of the
association. Jack's sister Mary
writes: "Will you kindly
acknowledge to the members of
the Ninth Division, our heartfelt
gratitude for so very many
expressions of sympathy
extended to us on the loss of our
dear brother Jack.
The Mass Enrollments,
Honor Guard and flowers were
manifestations of a long and
loyal friendship and comforting
to us in our sorrow.
Jack was deeply attached to
his buddies of the Ninth and
over the years it was his greatest
enjoyment to be with you all.
We, his family are so very
thankful. "
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Distaff Convention
Visitors Get "What To
Wear" Advice

New shoes are an unwelcome
part of the wardrobe at a
convention- "there's too much
walking to be done" - and fur

stoles are "ou t," accord ing to
N on-crushable miracle
fabrics and exciting colors are
the wardrobe guidelines for
distaff convention visitors to
A tlantic City.
Travel worthy clothes and
other dual purpose garments with pant suits a must - are
important ingredients for a
year-round convention visitor
here.

"0 n The Boardwalk"
Atlantic City's Boardwalk,
the artery which connects the
city's thousands of hotel rooms
with the giant Convention Hall,
is unrivaled anywhere in the
world for size, scenery and
attractions.
The four-mile colorful
expanse is lined on one side by
glistening beaches and the blue
Atlantic Ocean and on the other
by Convention Hall, majestic
hotels and hundreds of smart
shops and restauran ts.
Some conventioneers walk
it. Others ride the legendary
rolling chairs past the Steel Pier,
Steeplechase Pier, Million
Dollar Pier and the lofty hotels.
One of the important reasons
Atlantic City has achieved such
status as a convention site is
because the Boardwalk makes it
possible for delegates to walk
easily between their hotels and
Convention Hall without
dodging au to traffic.
Menus at Boardwalk eating
places range from lobster and
thick steaks to freshly toasted
pretzels.
For those who enjoy
watching a passing pedestrian
parade, there are shaded squares
where benches provide a
comfortable place.
Some people say early
morning is the best time to
enjoy the Boardwalk. Bicycling
until 1() a.m. is a favorite
pastime and single and tandem
bikes may be rented at several
stations.
Seen from any view, the
Atlantic City Boardwalk is a
prized possession - and not
on 1y w hen you' r e p lay
Monopoly.
"Y ou can go wild with colors
in Atlantic City," advises the
local Convention Bureau. "It
isn't necessary to stick to basic
b lues, browns and blacks.
Rather, this is a place for Pucci
prints."
The Bureau suggests that
pant suits are appropriate for a
variety of convention activities
- in restaurants, strolling and
shopping on the Boardwalk or
golfing.
"N on-crushables are easy to
pack, keep their shape and are
simple to maintain," the Bureau
points out.

local authorities.
The Bureau does recommend
specific articles of clothing for
specific convention functions,
however. But the range is broad.
F or luncheons, pantsuits,
crepes, silks, polyesters and
piques are in fashion with hats
"a must."
F or Boardwalk strolling,
bicycle riding and horseback
riding on the beach, pant suits,
walking shorts, "kicky"
knickers, skinny rib sweaters or
loose tunic tops are in order.
F or evening wear, the Bureau
suggests "elegant chiffon to
knock everybody's eyes out."
Outerwear should consist of
all-weather coats suitable for
dresswear, rain or riding in one
of Atlantic City's legendary
rolling chairs.
Milady's hair often can be a
problem, so the Bureau
recommends bringing a wig if
you have one.
And, on the subject of "hot
pants," they are "0 K if they are
in good taste."
Swimming is a year-round
pastime in A tlan tic City, with
outdoor pools and the Atlantic
Ocean beckoning in summer,
early fall and late spring and
indoor pools available
throughou t the year. F or this
activity, your favorite swimsuit
and terry cloth rob will do just
fine.
"Above all," the Bureau
says, "the entire wardrobe
should reflect femininity - the
joy of being a woman."

t.). My wife is the principal
beneficiary on my National
Service Life Insurance Policy
with a lump sum settlement. If
both of us were fatally injured
in a car accident, but she
survived me even by a few
minutes,
how would
the
proceeds of the policy be
handled? How could expensive
pro bate
proceedings
be
eliminated?
A. If your wife survived
you,
she
becomes
the
beneficiary under the policy.
The VA must pay the proceeds
to her estate, and not to the
contingent beneficiaries that
you may have specified.
Probate could be avoided
through the use
of the
"C C?fllmon Disaster Clause,"
avaIlable upon request at the
time the policy is issued, or
later. This provides for a time
lapse between the death of the
insured and payment of the
proceeds
to the principal
beneficiary.
Thus,
if the
beneficiary fails to survive the
specified period, payment of
NSLI proceeds will be made as if
the principal beneficiary had
died before the insured.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
in the
LADIES' .AUXILIARY
of the
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
I would like to become a m~mber of the Ladies' Auxiliary
to the Ninth Infantry Divi8ion A88ociation. Enclo8ed is
check or money order for $1.50 for 197 I dues. Plea8e
mail my memI>er8hip card to-Name
Street

City ..

.... State ...

Vlhile attached to the 9th Iniantry Division my ~ __..
(state relations.tup, whether U)',.' Ninth DivlSion man was a
husband, father, brother, SOD, etc.)
was w i t h _ .
give company, reglffient, battery, attached unit, etc.)

_

i\Iake c)-;('cks or money orders payable to NlI1th Infantry
D1V!q;;1 :\.~<OClaLJ(ln.
l'.faiJ to
Mrs. Amelia Langer, Secretary-Treasurer
Ninth Infantry Division Association Ladies Auxiliary
5 Brentwood Drive. Morris Plains, N. J. 07950

CHAPTER 24
con(lnued

STANLEY GIEPARDA had
referred to a few of the
personnel of the Intelligence
Section and a few more from
out of the Headquarter's
Platoon such as ALFRED
M cGRATH
PETRI
and
SHIRLEY HEMBREE as "the
seven blocks of granite." It
seemed these "S even blocks"
were continually on guard duty.
However the title of this book,
"THE PAWNS OF WAR" was
selected by my daughte~,
CAROL YN who selected It
because it seemed to her that
there were many men being
moved abou t just like in a chess
game. I like her selection as the
pawns could be such men like
CONRAD
ANDERSON,
TINLEY, JOHN WILDER,
"PADDY"
FLINT,
ROY
WILLIAMS,
CABAN,
GIEPARDA, KUJAWA, RAY
BALDWIN
LIHACH,
THOMPSON , ~tc. The "pawns"
could be the battalions or even
the regiments of the 9th
Infantry Division.
Once again at night, a sentry
had a walking post along a road.
Coming towards the sentry was
an unidentified armoured car.
The sentry stood bravely in
front of the approaching
armoured vehicle and he
pointed his rifle at it as he
uttered words to halt it. The
vehicle stopped and an officer
stuck his head out from the
raised turret door.
"What is the password?"
cried the sentry. When the
officer gave the password, the
sentry ordered the vehicle to
proceed on.
"Hold on there," the officer
roared,
"What
is
the
countersign?"
It
seemed
that
the
countersign was a very difficult
word to remember such as
"sequelsendavestapol," and the
sentry couldn't remembe.r it or
say it if he did remeJ!l~er It. The
officer after waItIng very
patiently finally remarked, "I
could shoot you for not
knowing the countersign." It
was very embarrassing for the
sentry who could hav~ been
killed upon contact WIth the
armoured vehicle in the first
instance if it happened to be an
enemy armoured car.
.
On a particular occaSlOn as
the battalion approached the
end of a forest, the orders were
to stop and to dig in as the
advance was brought to a halt.
This put our assault companies
in a predicament as the enemy
had a few well fortified
positions just beyond the edge
of the woods. One of these
positions was a dug in machine
gun nest which was situated
under a knocked out Sherman
tank.
The tank provided
armoured protection over the
enemy position. The enemy had
excellent coverage of the area
adjacent to the forest and into
the woods almost a hundred
yards as visibility was very good
below the tree tops as the firs
extended over forty feet in
height. The assault squads had
to dig in, therefore, beyond the
one hundred yard boundary
from the forest edge to avoid
being harassed by the enemy
automatic fire. The mortars of
the
infantry as well as
supporting artillery cou!d ~ot
be used because the projectIles
would hit the tree tops or land
beyond the enemy positions. If
shells hit the tree tops, the
shrapnel would fall on our ~ug
in positions. Small patrol actlOn
against these positions was
ineffective and until the large
scale
offensive could get
underway, was the only time
when these enemy defenses
could be dealt a knockout blow.
To the left of this armoured
enemy dugout, some five
hundred yards was a two story
house. If we could get
observation from it, we could
keep tabs on this armoured
protected position. KUJAWA,
TSCHUPP and I patrolled and
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of Bill Kreyes story of the
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~.JliiI'~~ 1941 to 1945.

reached thIS house. we set up a
phone in the attic and I left
specific instructions with these
two veterans as to what to do.
The phone was connected
directly with me at the 1st
Battalion command post, in
turn, I had a direct wire with
"D" Company mortars. When
someone left or entered the
enemy position and they were
in an area where our mortars
could be used without any
danger to our forward troops,
we gave these individuals the
business.
I t seemed only a short time
expired when my phone rang
and KUJAWA very excited on
the other end of the phone
exclaimed, "Say, Sarge, one of
our large tank destroyers has
pulled up alongside of the
house. Their pointing their gun
at the knocked out American
tank."
My reply was, "If that tank
destroyer
fires one shot,
disconnect the phone and
without anymore delay come
on in."
It was a short time later when
the two JOHN's returned to the
command post and although
they had no idea of what
transpired
after
my
instructions, we knew what
transpired the next day. It was
that day that the attack was
resumed and we were fortunate
to have the opportunity to pass
by that. house again. The house
was leveled to the ground, by no
doubt, enemy artillery fire. The
tank destroyer was not there
and it probably backed out after
firing a round or two. However,
as I had sumized the enemy
would counter react to this type
of warfare. My two combat
friends had just evacuated their
outpost in the "nick of time."
I had been on an outpost
sentry position on another of
these pitch black nights when a
number of unidentified tanks
were approaching my position. I
figured the best thing to do was
to sit tight and let them pass by
withou t letting them know my
position. Then I would try to
get a glimpse of them as they
passed by and to report them to
my command post. When the
tanks were just about on top of
my position, Qut of nowhere
came a major flashing a
flashlight at the tanks. Thank
heaven, they were British light
tanks.
It was so cold at times in this
country of Germany that the
contents of the "c" rations as
well as the wa ter in our can teens
were
frozen
solid.
GIEPARADA received a short
sleeved khaki summer shirt in
one of his packages from the
states and he received a ribbing
about it. At least we got a laugh
or two from time to time to
break the monotony and to
build up the morale which was
very important. The dark night
breezes played tricks on your
eyesight especially when you
were a sentry as the sway of tree
branches were mistaken for
moving J eITies. There was also
the chance to become blind at
night when on patrols for many
hours straining your eyes in the
light from the moon which was
known as "night-blindness."
With your eyes wide open, you
couldn't see a thing. It was due
to vitamin deficiency, I guess.
Although the 9th was an
excellent combat division, not
always were the platoon leaders
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own buddies and the local aid man.
TSCHUPP wanted to know
how I knew these shells were
going to land upon us. I
explained that the pattern of
the artillery is to get the range of
a target by firing a burst about a
thousand yards long and then a
thousand shott and the third is
just about in the middle and on
the target. It was not the first
time that this had happened to
me but I hoped it would be the
last. From experience I could
say
that our artillery
cone en trations were more
devastating than the enemy's.
SKI, CABAN, the boys and
the German civilians were
almost back to "A" Company
when the barrage went off. The

11.
Men of the 39th Infantry move up road which yesterday was a battlefield in the Wahlerscheid Area of
Germany. 2/2/45 U.S. First Army.
lOO
excellen t.
r or these
unfortunately who had ninety
days of training before combat,
the stamina and the know how
of the enlisted man overcame
these deficiencies. However, in
the course both sides lost some
of their b'est men who aren't
replaceable with the wisdom
that is learned through combat
and these casualties are replaced
with other green recruits who
have to lea rn the lessons again
the "hard way." F or the
Germans there were no more of
those crafty, sly troops from the
Afrika Korp, they were all
probably dead or unfit for
service by this time or they were
captured.
At Dreiborn, we were
bombed by enemy planes at
night as we moved through the
town by convoy. One of the
enemy bombers flew so low that
a descending flare landed upon a
roof top before the flare showed
its light. As the vehicles stood
bumbper to bumper down the
main thoroughfare, a plane
released a bomb as it dived. I
jumped from ajeep into an open
cellar window only to find that
the cellar con tained at least a
foot of water on its muddy
floor. A few of us spent the rest
of the night in a very windy,
cold enclosure, if you could call
it that with all the windows
knocked out, and it had a
certain effect on wet feet and
damp trouser legs.

CHAPTER 25
HERHAHN
We moved on to Herhahn,
Germany where our advance
stopped. The Roer Valley dams
which the Allies had spared
from bombings were released of
their waters to flood the
countryside. However, there
was no evidence of flooded
ground near Herhahn. The
water had, no doubt, flooded
many areas making a general
advance impossible. There were
reports that the water was four
to five feet high in some sectors.

civilians got panicky and they
We, the intelligence Section,
dispersed all over the woods.
occupied the last house in the
SKI came up alone to report to
sou theastern section of the
me and when I told him to
town. We discovered that the
forget about the civilians, he
cellar of the house was loaded
returned to bring back the boys.
with smoked meats which hung
I, in the meantime, headed back
from hooks screwed into the
to the command post to report
ceiling. There were loaves of
black bread piled high in a - to the colonel. THOMPSON was
very much depressed by the bad'
pantry with other preserved
news especially that four of "A"
foods. As the days went by, we
Company's men had been hit.
were accumulating all kinds of
SKI who was the last of our men·
eq uipment and supplies which
to return had received a jeep
were gradually brought up.
ride part of the way and it
However, we didn't need any
narrowly escaped from being
food supplies as there was
demolished by an enemy mortar
enough in the house to last us
shell. SKI had a slight cut on his
for weeks.
arm and I advised him to see the
One day I was summoned by
medics. I had heard rumors that
Colonel THOMPSON who had
some individuals had received
established his command post
"purple hearts" from cuts
near the center of town. The
received while they opened "c"
town was far from quiet as it
ration cans. However, SKI was
was continually sprayed lightly
not that kind of fellow to
with shells. One of our victims
bother with such a trifle cut and
of this type of action was
he had corne into a very reliable
BOLLENBAUM. THOMPSON
leader.
wanted us to go forward of "A"
Back at our outpost, I had
Company who were occupying
received a few packages from
a ridge about a quarter of a mile
home and in one of them was a
out of town to bring back
skele ton which the children
German civilians. These civilians
played with at halloween time
were in a small village in "no
to scare other kids. We hung this
man's land" that ground which
contraption in the dark narrow
was unoccupied between the
passageway in the cellar. It had
Germans and the Americans.
little effect being only three feet
The entire section went forward
long and it probably would have
to "A" Company's command
been more scarey if it had been
post. As I stated before, I tried
abou t six feet long. Ithad
to do as little walking as possible
become very quiet throughout
and SKI and CABAN were now
the area for a few days as not a
the roving leaders. I decided to
shot was heard. A bou t fifty
stay at "A" Company command
yards from the house was a barn
post with JOHN TSCHUPP as
w hi c h was filled with
the others went on to bring back
compressed soft coal bricks.
the people. While JOHN and I
The boys had started the
were talking, I heard a round of
kitchen stove and they were
shells from our own artillery
cooking up hot meals. Noone
land just beyond us. Then,
ate any Army rations all the
another round landed short of
time we were there. When
us. I hollered to JOHN to hit the
someone went out to the barn
ground as I leaped and knocked
for more coal, the enemy
him down as we fell to earth
lobbed over a few small mortar
together just as the next round
shells and this was also the case
of shells exploded all around us.
when a soldier tried to catch a
When JOHN and I got to our
chicken which was loose and on
feet, there were four casualties
the run near the house.
from the "A" Company
command post. They were
(con(lnued nex tissue)
immediately cared for by their

THE GENERAL
and the
MOVIE
Glimpses of General Patton
which the movie did not show.
The author served under Patton
in combat, and he takes
exception to the film rendition
of some facets of the general's
character.

By Brig. Gen. Edwin H. Randle
u.s. Army, Retired

continued
I presume all tfilS represents
the operations of the Benson
Task Force from the 1st
Armored Division, 30 March to
1 April 1943. Ordered to attack
south of the Gabes road, the
gallant Col. Clarence C. Benson
encountered
too
much
resistance: tanks, minefields,
strongly and skillfully emplaced
antitank guns. His attack was
broken off, but Benson had hit
hard and had given as good as he
received. The enerr.y, it was
decided, would have to be
dislodged by infantry and
artillery before armored action
would
be
appropriate.
Thereafter the 1st Armored was
held far back in the valley to
await a breakthrough.
There was another tank
action at El Guettar. It was
minor and did not get in the
movie, but at the time I thought
it quite important. My regiment
had captured El Hamra Ridge
extending across the valley to
the Gabes road. One day - I
cannot now remember which my radio operator, Sgt. Leon
Robbins, and I were walking
along the reverse slope of El
Hamra. We picked up a lost 39th
Infantry
soldier.
Suddenly
shells began plowing into the
ground awfully close, throwing
dirt on us. My two companions
dropped, trying futilely to dig in
with their fingers. In a situation
like that you either get killed or
you don't. You have to be
lucky. My luck had been
phenomenal in World War Land
so far in this one. But it could
give out. I was scared - no use
denying it - but I had a strong
feeling my number wasn't up
yet. Shells were plowing into
the ground all around us. They
were armor-piercing, but I
didn't realize that.
• "Get Gen. Eddy, quick!" I
said. (Maj. Gen. Manton S. Eddy
was our division commander.)
He came in on Robbins'
radio fast. I told him where I
was and what was happening. I
said, "S top our artillery from
shooting at me so I can get on
with the war."
That last was sheer bravado
and I knew it, but I got a kick
out of saying it.
"Just a second," Gen. Eddy
said. Then he was back. "N one
of our artillery is firing."
A t that instant the firing
stopped and I realized it was a
tank, far back in the valley, that
had been firing at us. Some
trigger-happy tank gunner had
seen figures moving along the
reverse slope of El Hamra
where, as far as he knew, only
enemy were supposed to be.
Other than being dirtied, none
of us had a sera tch.
At El Guettar my regimental
command post was pretty far
back. There was no other place
to put it. But I had an
observation post up with my
assault battalions and spent
most of my time there, once
remaining
all
night.
One
morning I was on the point of
leaving for the OP when Gen.
Patton drove up in his command
car top down, flags flying. He
hopped
down
and
said,
"Randle have you got some
place where I can see what's
going on?"
"Yes, sir. I have an OP up
front. You can see quite a lot
from there."
"Good, he said. "Let's go."

1 ordered a second Jeep and
we started. Then I began to
worry. To get to the OP we had
to cross two wadis [dry
watercourses] and go down the
valley, all in plain view of the
enemy.
Intermittently
the
Germans combed the valley
with artillery fire. They always
fired on groups of Italian
prisoners - their pals - being
taken to the rear. I thought to
myself, "You'll be in one big
mess if you get the corps
commander shot up."
But we made it. Not a shell
was fired, nor all the time he was
at the OP, though we were
under
constant
enemy
observation. Patton had his full
share of luck, too, until it finally
ran out in that tragic auto
accident in Europe. Someone
has said, "C owards die many
times before their deaths; the
valiant never taste of death but
once." Shakespeare, I think.
I shall never forget the
general's first words after we
had climbed the ridge to the OP.
He looked out over the valley,
the ridges, the bare, desolate
jagged ground extending as far
as he could see and exclaimed,
"Gee! I had no idea it looked
like this up here!"
That exclamation, "Gee!"
doesn't sound like Patton
language, but that is exactly
what he said. Except for a
clump of cottonwoods out in
the valley around an abandoned
farmhouse there were no trees
anywhere. Sometimes it isn't
possible to visualize a piece of
terrain until you see it,
especially with the poor maps
and air photos we had.
The general remained almost
an hour. He seemed to enjoy
being there, surrounded by
enlisted soldiers. Once he
telephoned Gen. Omar N.
Bradley, his deputy, and gave
instructions about having the
tanks do something or other.
When he was ready to go we
rode back. The Germans again
ignored a couple of solitary
jeeps. It was past noon and I
said, "General, will you stay for
lunch? I'm sorry, but all I can
offer is cold C ra tions."
He grinned and said, "S UTe! .,
and we sat on a bench each
opening a can and eating with a
spoon. I think he enjoyed that,
too, though I do not remember
what we talked about.
General Patton has been
accused of being a "glory
hunter" and reckless with his
men's lives. If I am not
mistaken, the charge was made
at least once in the movie. And
yet Ladislas Farago, in his
Patton: Ordeal and Triumph
(Dell paperback edition, 1970),
says: "On April 6th Patton
received orders to take Hill 369
'regardless of losses,' and he
relayed the order immediately
to General Eddy. But he
cancelled it just as promptly
whep he learned that 'the 47th
Infantry, which would have to
make the attack, has already
lost 23 percent of its enlisted
men and 26 percent of its
officers in eleven days of battle.'
In situations like this, orders
with
the
callous
phrase
'regardless of losses' did not
carry any weight with him."
During the night of 6-7 April
the Germans and what remained
of their I talian allies withdrew,
covering their withdrawal with
slow, methodical, single-gun
artillery fire all night long
which, so far as I could learn,
did no one any harm.
The next morning I was
ordered to move the 47th
Infantry beyond El Hamra
Ridge and organize a defensive
position. I issued orders getting
my battalions started; then,
leaving the executive, Maj. Fred
C. F eil, to move the CP, I rode
forward
to be sure the
battalions found their correct
places. Cutting a long diagonal, I
headed across the valley to the
Gabes road where my troops
would organize positions astride
it. They had not yet arrived.
Armored division vehicles were
pouring east along the road tanks, half-tracks, jeeps, guns,
trucks, everything - and mixed

m all that bumper-to-bumper
traffic came Gen. Patton in his
command car, top down and
flags flying. Seeing me standing
beside my jeep, he had his driver
pull of the road and he called
out, "Randle, what in hell are
you doing here?" His tone was
friendly and he was obviously
delighted to be moving forward
with that stream of traffic.
I saluted and said, "General,
my battalions are moving up
and I came on ahead to show
them where to go." I knew I
would not get a U for that
solution.
But just then four men came
by in a jeep and the general let
out a mighty roar. All four they were 1st Armored Division
men - were wearing those
comfortable but unmilitary
knitted
caps
some
quartermaster in the States had
dreamed up and issued to all the
troops.
"Stop, goddammit!" Gen.
Patton yelled. The jeep stopped
and the men stiffened, scared
half out of their wits.
"Where are your goddam
helmets?"
The men lifted them from
the floor of the jeep, snatched
off the knitted caps and put
them on.
"Bring me those goddam
caps. "
The jeep driver gathered the
four knitted caps and carried
them to the general's car. The
general grabbed them, threw
them on the floor and in a
somewhat milder tone said,
"N ow get out of here and keep
those goddam helmets on all the
time. "
Then he told his driver 10 get
back on the road. The driver
pushed in to the traffic which
made way for him. The general
looked back at me and grinned.
He was enjoying every minu te
of it.
I never saw Gen. Patton
again. He left the II Corps and
went back to plan the invasion
of Sicily. Gen. Bradley took
command of the corps. When
the campaign ended the 47th
was on the outskirts of Bizerte.
The British took over the city
and you had to be Winston
Churchill's first assistant to get
in. A British MP refused to let
mein.
Since my regiment had taken
the town, with help from the
60th Infantry, I asked Gen.
Eddy if he could get me
permission to march the 47th
right through their bloddy town
en route to our bivouac area
atop the cliffs overlooking the
beau tiful Mediterranean. He
managed it and we marched,
band playing, right through
Bizerte - and did that please
me! And it would have pleased
Gen. George S. Patton had he
been there to see it.
After a few days rest we
trucked the long, weary 900
miles back to Mascara, south of
Oran. I was ordered back to the
states for promotion and
assignment to the 77th Division
which had yet to smell powder,
but in time it became a fine
division. I regretted leaving the
9th and Gen. Patton. After the
war his chief of staff told me,
"Y ou' d done better had you
stayed with us."
I felt sure of that, but it was
none of my doing. As the kids
used to say, "That's the way the
cookie crumbles."
There is an incident not in
the movie, but it should be. It
happened in Sicily. (l had left
the division. The story was told
to me by Gen. T. J. Conway,
who was present. At the time of
his recent retirement he headed
the U.S. Strike Command.
When I asked if I could use the
story he said, "Absolutely. It is
true." A t the time of the
incident he was a lieutenant
colonel and executive of the
60th Infantry Regiment, 9th
Division.)
The incident when Gen.
Patton slapped a soldier at an
evacuation hospital whom he
considered a malingerer will
never
be
forgotten.
The
newspapers milked that story
dry. He was ordered to
apologize to all the officers and

men m filS command. tiemg a
soldier who prided himself on
carrying out orders he carried
out this one, going from division
to division and unit to unit.
One day the 60th Infantry
was in mass formation awaiting
his arrival. But officers and men
did not like the idea of a famous
and skillful general under whom
they had served having to
mortify himself. As Gen.
Conway told me, those soldiers
of the 60th felt he had done the
right thing. They had been
fighting a rugged enemy, day
after day, risking their lives
every 15 minutes - and many
losing them - not running away
to some evacuation hospital
crying they were fatigued or
shell-shocked.
So when Gen. Patton arrived
to apologize, as he had been
ordered, he stepped from his
car, mounted a platform and
vv a::> UIl Ine porn t ot speaking
when a spontaneous cry went
up, "No! General, no!"
Noone had coached them.
Noone made it up. It rose in
volume as every man and officer
joined in.
"N 0, General! N 01 No! No!"
They kept it up and they
would not listen. They would
not give him a chance to
apologiie. I t became a sort of
chant, going on and on and on.
an
He
waited.
Being
emotional man, and sentimental
when it came to American
soldiers, tears came to his eyes
at
this
unbelievable
demonstration
of
loyalty.
Finally he turned away. There
were tears on his cheeks and he
did not try to brush them away.
He was not ashamed of them.
With head held high he returned
to his car and drove away. He
had tried, but the 60th Infantry
heard no apology that day, nor
on any other.

With pennission of General
Randle we reprint the
Generals story from the
Army
magazine
of
September 1971.

STILL CARRYING THAT
WWll National Service Life
Insurance term policy? You'll
find it can be prohibitive in
cost as you grow older. Why
not check on the permanent
plans available. The rates won't
go up as you grow older.
Q. For several years after
the death of my. husband, I
received widow's pension from
the VA. When I remarried, the
pension stopped. My second
husband, who was not a
veteran died recently, and I
was left without sufficient
income to provide for my
support. Is it possible to have
my pension restored?
.
A. Yes, if you are otherWise
qualified for benefits, you ~ay
reapply for death penslOn
benefits. A change in the law
effective January 1, 1971,
permits restoration of death
pensions to widows. wh?
remarry and the marnage IS
terminated
by
death
or
divorce.
Q. May a veteran receive
Social
Security
retirement
credit for military service during
World War II?
A. Generally, yes. A veteran
may receive $ 160 wage credit
for each month of World War II
duty if he was discharged under
other
than
dishonorable
conditions and had at least 90
days of active service. But if a
veteran's World War II time is
counted for military or Civil
Service retirement, he does not
receive Social Security wage
credit for the time, since the
Government does not give a
veteran double credit.

Widow Jones inherited a
her
million
dollars
from
deceased husband, but she was
terribly lonely. "I'd give ten
thousand of it," she sighed "if
I could have him back~"

**************************
THE MEMORIAL FUND OF
THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Scholarship Information
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth lnIantry Division Association was
established by the members of the association to commemorate the memory
of their comraJes who paId the supreme sacrifie in battle. As a part of this
fund the associatIOn established a scholarship program. Scholarships are
awarded each year to relatives of men who served in The Ninth Infantry
Division. Each scholarship is for one year.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
A person who wishE'"S to apply for a scholarship must be related to a
man who served WIth The Ninth lnlantry Division. Children of former
members of the division will be given first consideration. but children of
men killed in combat gIven first preference. Applicants who are not children
of fonner members of the divlSion will not be considered unless no child
of a former member qualifies.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to apply
for the scholarships:
1. Send a letter of application, written in expository form, to the
chairman of the scholarship committee stating the following:
name, address, age, and sex of the applica,nt; name, address,
and occupation of the applicant's parents or guardi.ans; the
name and address of the secondary school the applicant is attending or has attended and graduated; the name and address
of the college the applicant expects to attend; the vocational
goal of the applicant; and the name of and degree of relationship to a former member of the division. The unit and dates of
HTVioe in the division of the.! former member must be included.
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be included with the letter of application. The transcript must include at least the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applicant must have a counselor or principal of the high
school be or she is attending write a letter of recommendation
to the chairman of the schol.arsh.ip committee.
4. The applicant must take the PSAT which ia given every Octo~. The applicant mu..e-t lee that the results of the PSAT are
sent to the chairman of the achol.arsh.ip committee. These re5\lltB DUly be included with the high school tranacript or sent
to the cb.airma.n from the College Entrance Examination Board.
The SAT of the CEEB may be submitted in lieu of thePSA T.

5. THE APPLICAnON MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE BY MARCH 15. Applica.tions ~ived alter March 15 will Qot be conaidered.

S, All applicants must ac~pt the dl!cision of the Scholarship Commj~ as final.

7. lnformation to detennine tizancial need will be requested by
the Scho1arshJp CommJ~ after the applications have been conIi~.

8, Rec.tplenta of the achol.a.nhiPI may apply for renewal of the
sc.holanhip each year, A copy of the rtudent'a college grades,
a finAnca..l statc,·n~nt. and a letter requestlng renewal of the
scholarship should be sent to the c.h.a.irman by Ma.n:h 15.
9, All application.!! must be aent to: John J. Clower, Schola.rsb.ip
Chairman. Ninth Infantry Divta10n ~iation, ~1 Gra~land
Sl De. Plaines. Illinol.a SlOIS.

**~***********************

JOHN
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412 Gregory Ave

F ather Kines has a little more
time o.n his hands these days as
he retIred from teaching at St.
Joseph's College, Philadelphia.
He is now living with his sister in
Maryland. Recently he
forwarded three scrap books
that were the property of Mrs.
John Beall of Washington,
D. c., mother of Captain John
1. C. Beall J r., who was killed on
Good Friday of April 1943 near
El Guettar. The books contain a
load of material pertaining to
the African Campaign -and the
good Chaplain feels that they
should be kept with the records
and history of the 9th. After
reading through the books we
agree with Father Kines and will
place them with the records we
have of the Division.
Chaplain Kines writes that he
is in good health but misses the
Octofoil and wondered if he was
with the delinquents regarding
dues. A check of our files shows
him to be in good standing but
like so many other members he
changed his address without
notifying the secretarys office.
We have been sending his copy
of the Octofoil to St. Joseph's
College and evidently it hasn't
been forwarded to his new
address. While on the subject we
would like to remind our
members to keep us posted as to
change of addresses for it seems
we are going through this cycle
again where our members are
"o~ the move" - either through
retIrements or the families have
grown and the "old soldiers" are
moving to smaller quarters or to
warmer clime.
We hope to hear again very
shortly from Rev. Kines as he
plans to write about his "39th"
in the near future.

PAY
DUES
NOW

*****
Mr. & Mrs. J. McInerney
Gold Star Parents
After being lifetime residents
of "Fun City" Mr. & Mrs.
"Mac" have decided that the
quiet life in the country is more
to their liking. They have moved
to Port Jervis, N. Y. Their new
address is 10 Kingston Ave.,
PortJ ervis, N. Y. 12771.

*****
Lawrence E. Putman
E Co
6832 Salem Rd.
47thlnf.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45230
Lawrence is kept busy these
days. He moved and there is
plenty of work to do around the
new house. However, it won't
be too tough on him because he
just retired and has plenty of
time to himself. Larry has a one
year old granddaughter who
keeps her grand-dad on the go
so Larry doesn't expect t~
spend too much time in the
rocking chair.

*****
Martin Bergman E Co 47th Inf
9815 "A" Haldeman Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Marty writes th at he will
attend the "Prisoner Of War"
convention next July 4th
weekend but is "quite sure he'll
be able to attend the 9th
Division reunion in July."

'*****

Weehawken. N. J. 07087-

there withou t knowing that it is
managed by a former member
of the Ninth.
In September Emil and his
wife again visited Miami Beach
this ti:ne to .see. their son Ralph
who IS majOrIng in Business
Administration at the
University of Miami. Once again
they looked up Ken and had a
swell time talking about their
adventures with the Ninth. Ken
told Emil-that he would like to
hear from any former "Raiders"
who are in the Miami Beach
area. He would also welcome
letters from any of his old
buddies from. the 47th.

Emil De Donato and Ken
Kalin entered the Army in
January 1941, and were
assigned to Hdq's Co 47th
Illfantry. For the next four and
a half years they were the
fellows who were responsible
for keeping the lines of
cc:>m.munications operating
wIthm the 47th. During the
campaigns from North Africa
thrnugh Germany, Ken served
as Message Center Chief for the
47th and Emil was his Assistant
Chief. When "V-E" Day arrived
~his efficient team broke up and
It was a long time before they
got together again.
In 1970 Emil, who is
Advertising Manager for Agfa
Gevaert, Inc., supervised a
Medical Convention for his
company at Miami Beach.
During the convention he met
Ken. Kal~n.. It was a great
reumon. EmIl and his wife spent
several hours with Ken and they
had a wonderful time
reminiscing about the good old
days -vith the 47th - needless to
say they also hoisted a few
toasts to those good old days.
Ken makes his home in
Miami Beach, where he manages
the Thunderbird Motel at
18401 Collins Ave. This motel is
one of the best on the strip and
we are willing to bet that many
"Old Reliables" have stayed

***

UP TO $250 can be claimed
toward the burial of eligible
war-time and certain peace-time
veterans. Claims must be filed
within two years of the burial or
cremation. Additional
payments may be made when
the veteran died at a VA facility
or was traveling to or from a
hospital or domiciliary at VA
expense.

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ~,SSOCIATION, INC.
PHI LADELPHIA-DELWARE VALLEY CHAPTER
27th ANNUAL NATIONAL REUNION
July 27,28,29, 1972
Hotel - Motel Shelburne
Michigan Avenue & Boardwalk
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08404

1912 1IIIilo
AlialUe City
A. po~itician who had changed
hIS Views rather radically was
~o,ngratulated by a colleague.
I m glad you've seen the
light," he was told.
"I didn't see the light," came
the terse reply. "I felt the
heat. "

REQUEST FOR ROOM RESERVAnONS
FOB 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSN. BEtJNIOM
SHELBURNE PROPERTIES
RESERVATION DEPARTMENT
Michigan Avenue and Boardwalk
A tlantic City, New Jersey 08404

Please insert our greeting or 'ad' in the Souvenir Journal to be
issued at the 27th ANNUAL NATIONAL REUNION at the
Hotel - Motel Shelburne on July 27,28,29.
~JAME
PLEASE PRINT

NAME

ILL I NO I S

Ken Kalin, (L), greeting Emil DeDonato at the Thunderbird
Miami Beach, Florida.
'

STILL RECRUITING
Henry Dietrich a 47th
member now living in Clifton,
N. J., recently met a former B
Company 60th Infantry man at
the Disabled Vets Chapter in
Clifton and lost no time in
signing up Francis McDermott
of 315 Hazel Street, Clifton,
N. J., for membership in the
Association.
Francis attended the
Christmas party held by the
New Yorkers and we are looking
for\\ard to his attendance at the
meetings in New York and the
reunion in Atlantic City next
summer.

E S.

Second· Cia. Postage PI'd
I
a t U·
n,on City,N. J Authorized as 01 October 1,1967.

*****
Mrs. Paul (Tippy) Plunkett
286 Zimpfer St.
60th Inf.
Columbus, Ohio 43206
Tippy writes that she has
heard from many members who
keep her advised on the
activities of the Association.
She is glad that everyone had a
good time at the Reunion and
regrets being unable to be
present at Springfield and
Worcester.
The past few months Tippy
has been having trouble with her
eyes. The Doctors tell her that
she will require an operation
some time in April. Despite her
troubles she still takes care of
the men in the V.A. Hospitals.
Tippy is a steady visitor to the
various V.A. installations in
Ohio. Drop her a line. She will
be glad to hear from the gang.

I~J

THE OCTOFOIL

A Sign of the Times

Weehawken's mailmen never rest, they keep knocking on our
door. Among the many messages they delivered this month are the
following:
Franklin W. Gunter
60th Inf.
Charles R. Egender
34th F.A.
423 S. 34th St.
2129 Orchard Ave.
Tacoma, ·Wash. 98408
Grand Jet., Colo.
Frank is another one of those
Charles is trying to locate
lucky fellows who has a dutiful
two former members of the
spouse who takes care of his
34th F .A. He is looking for the
correspondence. His wife
address' of Peter F. Fortunato,
Florence sent in his dues for
Medical Detachment 34th F.A.
1972 and included a note
and Walter J. Redden, Battery
informing us that Frank had had
Messenger, Hdq's Battery 34th
some trouble with his heart but
F .A. If anyone can help Charles,
that he is now doing fine and
contact him at the above
trying to get back into the swing
address.
of things. Frank and Florence
*****
sent their best regards to all the
gang.
Cole Gronseth M Co 60th Inf.
*****
Box 200 Rt 1
Suttons Bay, Mich.
George Fusbe
60thF.A.
Cole sends his dues and
11825 SW 107thAve.
greetings
from Northern
Miami, Fla. 33156
Michigan. He was happily
George has joined the ranks
surprised to lejarn that Bob
of those who have deserted the
Daransoff of M Co 60th "had
colder climes for the warm
took
the
ship into
sunshine of Florida. He has
matrimoney". Cole closes with
recently moved to Miami and is
regards to all the gang and an
working for a firm that has
invite "Check in at our place if
several Ready-Mix Concrete
ever you travel to Michigan".
plants along the east coast of
*****
Florida. His son feels right at
home in the Sunshine State and
Merton Beebe
Co K 60th Inf
he is enrolled as a student at the
176 East Robbins Ave.
Dade Junior College.
Newington, Conn.
*****
Merton sends his dues and
writes that he recently retired
Floyd W. Hennessey 9th Q.M.
after forty-five years with an
7925 Summerfield Rd.
Insurance Firm. He is spending
Lambertville, Mich. 48144
some of his leisure time
Floyd is trying to track down
traveling about this "great
some former members of the
country of ours". He hopes to
Q.M. He wants to round them
attend the reunion in Atlantic
up for the 1972 reunion. The
City
this summer.
objects of Floyd's search are
*****
Louis Palmisciano, Harry
Kaplan and Nick Penarado.

J. CLOUSER
GRACELAND STREET

.
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9th INFANTRY DIVISION REUNION

Full Page
Half Page
Quarter Page
Eighth Page
Boosters

$30.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
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JULY 27 - 30, 1972
Shelburne Hotel/Motel - Atlantic City, N. J.
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IEUROPEAN RATES - DAILY

inS e occupancy

0

16.00

Association, Inco c/o Arthur MacDougall, 5051 Homestead St.,
Phila., Pa. 19135.

0

Assignment Preference
Please reserve

0

.
ComplImentary
Parking
22.00
Parlors 0 25.00

0

Holel

Single Rooms

Arrival Date

Make checks or money orders payable to 9th Infantry Division

Twin occupancy

Double Rooms

a.m.
p.m.

Time

M ole 1

Departure Date

ResefVatiOfU Not Held After 6 p.m. unless accompanied by Oepoait.
W,II ""ve by

Bus

0

Train

0

Car

0

Plane

0

